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Abstract: 3D data captured from archaeological excavations are frequently left to speak for themselves. 3D
models of objects are uploaded to online viewing platforms, the tops or bottoms of surfaces are visualised in
2.5D, or both are reduced to 2D representations. Representations of excavation units, in particular, often
remain incompletely processed as raw surface outputs, unable to be considered individual entities that
represent the individual, volumetric units of excavation. Visualisations of such surfaces, whether as point
clouds or meshes, are commonly viewed as an end result in and of themselves, when they could be
considered the beginning of a fully volumetric way of recording and understanding the 3D archaeological
record. In describing the creation of an archaeologically focused recording routine and a 3D-focused data
processing workﬂow, this article provides the means to ﬁll the void between excavation-unit surfaces,
thereby producing an individual volumetric entity that corresponds to each excavation unit. Drawing on
datasets from the Kaymakçı Archaeological Project (KAP) in western Turkey, the article shows the potential
for programmatic creation of volumetric contextual units from 2D point cloud datasets, opening a world of
possibilities and challenges for the development of a truly 3D archaeological practice.
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1 Introduction
Recent innovations in 3D recording and the display of archaeological entities have focused primarily on the
capture and visualisation of landscapes, excavations, and objects as point clouds and derived textured
meshes. Innovations external to archaeology in optical laser scanning, structured light scanning, and
Structure from Motion (SfM, colloquially referred to as Photogrammetry) and broader image-based data
capture technologies, coupled with their increasing cost-eﬀectiveness, have seen the spread of such technologies across the archaeological discipline (Bagi, 2018; Bevan et al., 2014; Campana, 2017; De Reu et al.,
2013; De Reu et al., 2014; Doneus et al., 2011; Douglass, Lin, & Chodoronek, 2015; Kjellman, 2012;
McPherron, Gernat, & Hublin, 2009; Richards-Rissetto et al., 2012; Roosevelt, Cobb, Moss, Olson, &
Ünlüsoy, 2015; Willis, Koenig, & Black, 2016; Zaitceva, Vavulin, Pushkarev, & Vodyasov, 2016; Zollhöfer
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et al., 2015; amongst many others). Despite external innovations in spatial data capture, however, technological innovations internal to archaeological ﬁeldwork methods, post-ﬁeldwork data processing, and
analytical workﬂows have been limited (cf. Avern & Franssens, 2012; Gavryushkina, 2018; ISAAK, 2020;
Merlo & Shell, 2005). Obstacles to innovation derive in part from qualitative and quantitative diﬀerences in
datasets available for experimentation and from limitations in available software.
Challenges also include the diﬀering goals of capturing 3D data from archaeological excavations. 3D
data frequently must speak for themselves, with object models uploaded to online viewing platforms,
surfaces visualised in 2.5D, or both reduced to 2D representations. Models of excavation units, in particular,
often remain as surfaces that are unable to represent volumetric units of excavation or stratigraphy. Surface
visualisations as point clouds or meshes are frequently viewed as the end of the process. For those working
towards an end goal of a truly 3D Geographic Information System (GIS), however–one anchored in 3D space
and intended to enable 3D spatial analysis (Merlo, 2016; van Leusen & Nobles, 2018)–the results of such
visualisations could be considered just the beginning of a fully volumetric way of recording, visualising,
analysing, and thinking about the 3D archaeological record.
In describing the creation of an archaeologically focused recording routine and a 3D-focused data
processing workﬂow, this article provides the means to ﬁll the void between the surfaces of an excavation
unit, thereby producing an individual volumetric entity that represents the excavation unit in 3D. Drawing
on the large and robust datasets of the Kaymakçı Archaeological Project (KAP) in western Turkey, the article
demonstrates the potential of a programmatic approach to the creation of volumetric contextual units from
2D point cloud datasets. Resultant datasets are 3D GIS compatible, even if truly 3D GIS software remains
currently unavailable. Before describing the point-cloud-to-volume workﬂow itself, we review distinctions
in multi-dimensional data, the importance of thinking spatially, and the methods used to produce the KAP
dataset, returning in the end to a discussion of some foreseeable challenges and opportunities for the
development of a truly 3D archaeological practice.

2 3D Technologies, 3D Data, and Spatial Thinking
Workﬂows that leverage new 3D data capture methods do so adhering largely to existing and traditional
ways of archaeological working and thinking. That is, the integration of developing geospatial technologies
has done little to challenge traditional approaches to archaeology. Very few archaeologists use these
technologies to disrupt the craft or innovate signiﬁcantly to create new ways of working, thinking, interacting, and interpreting archaeological information. Instead, new technologies are often adopted following
the development of a new tool with push button functionality and set defaults, often yielding aesthetically
pleasing results that can be interpreted visually with little to no knowledge of underlying processes. This
trend has a history longer than its association with 3D technologies (Gillings, 2012; Huggett, 2004; Kvamme,
1999; Lock, 2009) and is considered to serve as a divide between archaeologists who supply a digital service
and digital archaeologists (Huggett, 2015a, p. 80).
Thorough engagement with 3D technologies, however, requires at least the conceptual embrace of
spatial thinking (see also Goodchild & Janelle, 2010; Lock & Pouncett, 2017; National Research Council,
2006, p. 12; Sinton, 2011). This requires re-evaluating the concept of space and its representations in
archaeology and, in particular, how 3D geometries move beyond traditional 2D abstractions to provide a
framework for new digital surrogates or analogues that represent the entirety of the archaeological record.
It requires also the adoption of new tools of management, representation, and analysis that build on
existing spatial database and GIS-like functionality and enable the answering of spatially derived research
questions that depend on the visual manipulation and analysis of 3D entities (Lock & Pouncett, 2017; van
Leusen & Nobles, 2018). Nevertheless, the ﬁeld is not quite “there” yet.
Current approaches to recording 3D space and subsequent workﬂows often, if not nearly always,
produce only 2.5D geometries that are frequently reduced to 2D outputs (Ledoux & Meijers, 2011; Penninga,
2008, p. 15). The typical deliverables of a 3D workﬂow include orthophotos that enable 2D digitisation and
conformance to conventional archaeological reporting. This represents a regression from 3D data capture to
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2.5D data and ultimately preferences 2D spatial thinking. 3D spatial thinking can only develop if the
underlying data remain truly 3D. This call to develop a theoretical framework for 3D archaeology is echoed
more broadly by those calling for Digital Archaeology to be viewed as more than a technical service and
actively develop its own body of theory (Gillings, 2012; Huggett, 2012, 2015a, 2015b; Perry & Taylor, 2018;
Verhagen, 2018; van Leusen & Nobles, 2018; Zubrow, 2006, p. 9).
Getting the most out of these data capture methods requires us to move beyond 2.5D geometric spatial
representation to create true 3D geometric abstractions of space. The latest wave of remote sensing technologies captures real-world surfaces as highly detailed point clouds. Workﬂows developed for landscape
and excavation applications usually lead to the production of 2.5D meshes and DEMs, as discussed by
Verhoeven (2017). Some approaches extrude overlying meshes into 3D geometries, presenting the illusion
of a fully recorded 3D space. The point clouds that result from archaeological data capture routines record
surfaces and are thus classed only as 2D, regardless of whether the point clouds reside in 3D space or the
geometries themselves reﬂect 2D areal surfaces. Only once a point cloud fully bounds a volumetric space
should it be referred to as a 3D point cloud. 3D point clouds thus often encompass objects or meaningful
units of space, the full volumes of which can be recorded: an excavation unit, for example. When representing such volumetric entities, 3D point clouds can also be referred to as semantic point clouds. Semantic
point clouds are more commonly associated with Deep Learning approaches (Poux & Billen, 2019; Tosteberg, 2017) and are classiﬁed according to the object they represent. In the case of an archaeological
deposit, for example, semantic value is attributed only to those points classiﬁed as deﬁning the volumetric
bounds of the deposit; these are therefore retained, deﬁning the deposit’s semantic point cloud. All points
not forming part of the 3D topology are thus considered extraneous.
Despite this strict deﬁnition of true 3D entities, the majority of archaeologists purporting to work with
3D GIS actually engage only with 2.5D GIS or 3D modelling. Nonetheless, signiﬁcant eﬀort has been
dedicated to moving from 2D surfaces towards volumes in 2.5D or 2.5D+ GIS workﬂows (e.g. Barceló, De
Castro, Travet, & Vicente, 2003; Berggren et al., 2015; Campanaro, Landeschi, Dell’Unto, & Leander Touati,
2016; Dell’Unto et al., 2016; Dell’Unto, Landeschi, Apel, & Poggi, 2017; Landeschi, Dell’Unto, Ferdani,
Leander Touati, & Lindgren, 2015; Landeschi et al., 2019; Poggi & Buono, 2018; Schubert, Predoi, & Jeﬀery,
2018; van Riel, 2016). Such eﬀorts usually rely on extrusions of 2D geometries through vertical oﬀsets based
on attribute values (referred to as 2.5D; Tse & Gold, 2004) or extrusions between under- and overlying 2D
surfaces (referred to as 2.5D+; Ledoux & Meijers, 2011; Penninga, 2008, p. 15). Both methods result in the
fabrication of falsely vertical feature ‘walls’, however. Ultimately, these methods do not create accurate and
semantically meaningful 3D geometries. With rare exceptions (e.g. Gavryushkina, 2018, Landeschi et al.,
2016, p. 11), their uses are increasingly geared towards visualisation with only limited analytical application. Such 2.5D and 2.5D+ methods are very diﬀerent from attempts to record, visualise, manipulate, and
analyse the accurate and precise 3D records of archaeological contexts in true 3D (Jensen, 2018).
Only a few studies have successfully worked with true 3D geometries (e.g. polyhedra, voxels; Crema,
2011; Lieberwirth, 2008; Losier, Pouliot, & Fortin, 2007; Merlo, 2016; Orengo, 2013). One recent innovation
follows a 3D modelling approach that divides the space between two surfaces into tetrahedral cubes that
can be used to approximate volumetric space for analytical purposes (Dekker, 2020a, 2020b). As highlighted by this example, archaeologists are trying to move from meshes to volumes. In contrast, this paper
suggests that moving from 2D point clouds to 2D/2.5D meshes in order to reach 3D is an unnecessary step.
Instead, we need to take a more direct conceptual approach, working directly from point clouds to generate
entities with true 3D geometries. Before demonstrating a workﬂow developed for just this purpose, we
brieﬂy introduce the archaeological ﬁeld project that is the source of the data used to test the workﬂow,
along with the methods used to collect them.

3 Kaymakҫı and its Born-Digital Approach
Excavations at Kaymakçı, a second millennium BCE site located in western Turkey, began in 2014
(Roosevelt et al., 2018). The site had been discovered and studied non-invasively beginning much earlier
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(e.g. Luke & Roosevelt, 2017; Luke, Roosevelt, Cobb, & Çilingiroğlu, 2015; Roosevelt & Luke, 2017), revealing
its citadel form with architectural remains near or on the surface, a complex organisation into several
deﬁnable sectors or neighbourhoods, and relatively shallow stratigraphy. A born-digital recording system
was developed for the project before excavations began and has been used to document and analyse the
results of work in seven excavation areas over the course of ﬁve excavation seasons to date (Roosevelt et al.,
2015; Scott, Roosevelt, Nobles, & Luke, 2021, this Special Issue).
Here, we focus on excavation area 99.526, a 9 by 9 m area in the western part of a relatively ﬂat section
of the citadel known as the Southern Terrace (Figure 1). Four seasons of work here (2014–2016, 2018)
concluded upon exposure of bedrock in limited sondages. Field seasons in June and July each year included
excavations undertaken by a combination of specialists, students, and hired workers, each receiving
varying levels of training in the digital capture protocols, the workﬂows of which are under constant
evaluation and development (see below; Scott et al., 2021).
Excavated to a depth of nearly 3 m from the original ground surface, the area is stratigraphically
complex, feature rich, and deﬁned by several phases of use in its several-hundred-year history spanning
the mid- to late second millennium BCE (ca. eighteenth–thirteenth century BCE) (Roosevelt et al., 2018). In
the earliest pre-architectural phase dating to the transition from the local Middle Bronze Age (MBA) to the
Late Bronze Age (LBA), a densely packed series of surfaces, hearths/ovens, crucible-like features, pits,
secondary deposits, and thin ﬁlls attest to the open-air use of the area (Roosevelt, Kaner, & Luke, 2020). At
the transition from the local Late Bronze (LB) 1 to the LB 2 phase, the Southern Terrace appears to have been
transformed into an urban-like complex of streets and alleys between architectural complexes of mixed
domestic and household industrial function. The construction of a series of parallel dry stone wall foundations in 99.526 deﬁned two elongated interior spaces associated with yet more surfaces, hearths/ovens, and
pits. Additional ﬁlls containing fragments of mudbrick and melted mudbrick debris separate this second
period of use in the area from a third period of use occurring subsequently in the LB 2 phase and attest to
superstructures of mudbrick. This third period of use saw stone and mudbrick additions to the walls, slight
reconﬁgurations of interior spaces, associated with a series of surfaces, hearths/ovens, and pits, and the
addition of a semi-subterranean circular feature interpreted to be a grain silo built abutting an exterior wall.

Figure 1: Aerial view of area 99.526 following the completion of excavations, looking N. The excavation area measures 9 by 9 m.
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The complex appears to have been abandoned thoroughly by the end of the 13th century BCE, after which
time its mudbrick walls decayed and a series of ﬁlls accumulated to cover the stone wall foundations
(Roosevelt, Ünlüsoy, & Luke, 2019).
The methods employed by the KAP recording system in the excavation of area 99.526 are the same as
those employed across the site. While these have been described fully elsewhere (Roosevelt et al., 2015;
Scott et al., 2021), a review of salient points is necessary here. First, all recording is done via SfM with digital
photography, and the whole of an excavation area is recorded only at the start and close of a ﬁeld season. In
the course of excavation, the bottom of every spatial context, that is, a stratigraphic or excavational unit, is
recorded, with previously recorded “bottom” data serving as “top” data for subsequently deeper and/or
contiguous spatial contexts. In this way, initial recording actually documents the interfaces between the
volumetric entities that deﬁne the actual spatial contexts. Coded targets for georeferencing are usually
positioned outside each spatial context’s extent, with coordinate data provided through RTK-GNSS.
The data capture workﬂow is divided between the ﬁeld teams, responsible for the ﬁeld recording described
above, and the so-called ‘3D Spatial’ team. Because we record via SfM, each collection of photographs and the
coordinate data associated with a single spatial context is referred to as a “photobatch,” named with a dated
timestamp. Photobatches are collected by the ﬁeld team and transferred via an onsite network to a centralised
server at the nearby research centre. The 3D Spatial team generates point clouds at the research lab in real time,
parallel with excavation work. Once the point cloud for a particular photobatch has been processed, the ﬁeld
team is informed about its coverage as well as its photographic quality and geospatial accuracy. If suﬃcient,
excavation may resume in immediately contiguous spaces; if insuﬃcient, partial or full recapture of the
photobatch may be necessary to provide the required high-quality point cloud data.
To provide an idea about the quantity of spatial data produced by KAP, we again refer to excavation
area 99.526, described above. Over the duration of the multi-year excavations in this area, 404 contexts
were documented by 449 individual point clouds. Altogether, the point clouds include a total of
2,618,058,092 individual points; that is, just in excess of 2.6 billion points. With a total excavated volume
of 106.36 m3, the average recorded point density is 24615062.92 points per m3, or 246150.63 points per cm3.
This equates to an average of 6480341.8 points per spatial context.
With such statistics, it might be easy to boast that these point densities represent one of the most detailed
recordings of an excavation ever, yet (even if this remains likely) these numbers derive from raw point clouds,
many of which overlap in capturing the same surfaces multiple times. This point redundancy results from the
fact that each photobatch includes not only the points speciﬁc to the bottom of the context being recorded, but
also points outside the extent of the target context, hence the inﬂation of the average point per cubic meter
and point per spatial context values provided above. Nonetheless, the result of these ﬁeld data capturing and
initial processing workﬂows is a discrete set of point clouds that, between them, deﬁne the volumetric entity
of each and every excavated spatial context. Extracting from this set of relatively messy and overlapping 2D
point clouds a semantically meaningful 3D point cloud that deﬁnes one particular spatial context volume is
the aim of the point-cloud-to-volume workﬂow described in full in the remainder of this article.

4 A Point-Cloud-to-Volume Workﬂow
Moving beyond the display of overlapping point clouds or meshes to the creation and manipulation of
digital entities that deﬁne only the volume between them is far more challenging than it seems, with no
current software providing an all-in-one solution. Programmatic approaches have been experimented with
previously, yet only lengthy, complicated solutions involving manual, subjective editing of each point
cloud have demonstrated satisfactory results to date (e.g. Roosevelt et al., 2015). The methodology
described here still requires human input, yet moves beyond manual editing towards a smooth, programmatic workﬂow. Key aims in developing the workﬂow included database storage of (A) pre- and postprocessed point cloud data (and associated metadata), along with (B) their projected coordinate system
locational data, adhering to a Geographic Information Science (GISc) ethos rather than 3D modelling or the
broader geodesign paradigm (Flaxman, 2010). The latter was achieved only by means of a workaround that
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truncates and later restores the geographic coordinate data by a ﬁxed, consistent value rather than through
on-the-ﬂy geographic projection. The primary application – a custom-built point cloud processing program – transforms multiple overlapping point clouds into semantically valid 3D point clouds that represent
homogeneous volumetric entities. Before describing the program itself as well as the creation of closed
volumetric entities, we ﬁrst describe the data management and documentation necessities that provide the
foundation for the full workﬂow.

4.1 Data Management and Documentation
To facilitate the isolation of points from several overlapping 2D point clouds and their combination into a
singular semantic 3D point cloud, thoughtful data management and documentation of both stratigraphic
and photobatch sequences are essential. With respect to data management, both ﬁle format and data
storage procedures are key. Point cloud data can be stored in a number of formats. Flat ﬁle formats
(PLY, STL, OBJ, etc.) are typically used in 3D modelling and 3D printing. Web visualisation utilises these
formats as well or depends on their conversion to multi-resolution formats (e.g. NEXUS (Ponchio &
Dellepiane, 2015); iTowns (Picavet, Brédif, Konini, & Devaux, 2016); Nobles, Çakırlar, & Svetachov, 2019;
Potree, 2020). Point cloud data resulting from SfM recording protocols used here can be stored in ﬂat ﬁle
formats and imported into GIS software just like any other point dataset. When dealing with related sets of
millions or billions of points, however, ﬂat ﬁle storage becomes vastly ineﬃcient and eventually unworkable.
Creative methods of storing large sets of point cloud data while avoiding ineﬃciencies were originally
developed for data gathered using airborne laser scanning or LiDAR datasets on landscape scales. Even if
such LiDAR point cloud datasets contain data of far more dimensions (Bell, Chambers, Butler, & Gerlek,
2020, pp. 290–297) than the SfM-derived datasets treated here (containing only xyz coordinate and rgb
colour data), both are subject to the same types of storage, processing, and visualisation workﬂows. KAP
thus initially stores each point cloud dataset as a LAS ﬁle, typical of LiDAR datasets, adopting the ﬁle name
of its associated photobatch. This is only the ﬁrst step, however, as storing each LAS dataset in a folder
hierarchy requires manual searching and opening.
More eﬃcient management of point clouds for GIS requires the use of geospatial databases and software
libraries speciﬁcally developed for the purpose. The data management solution adopted here includes a
backend PostgreSQL database with PostGIS and pgPointcloud extensions and Point Data Abstraction
Library (PDAL) integration. PDAL works on the model of the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL);
while GDAL engages with geospatial data, PDAL focuses on point and especially point cloud data, enabling
read, write, and ﬁlter operations (PDAL Contributors, 2018). A basic PDAL workﬂow, known as a pipeline,
reads in a point cloud dataset, ﬁlters it into collections of points, and stores these points as patches within the
geospatial database. Patches of 600 points each are the suggested optimal patch storage size (Bell et al., 2020,
p. 138), enabling a GIS to access and visualise the patches eﬀectively. The real power of this storage method is
in its eﬃcient division of large datasets into component patches, enabling engagement with the relevant
patch(es) for speciﬁc processes, rather than the entire point cloud dataset. An additional key beneﬁt of storing
point cloud data in a geospatial database, and especially semantic 3D point clouds representing volumetric
entities, is the well-known relational power of such databases: point cloud datasets can easily be related to
other spatial and aspatial (or attribute) data for querying, display, and analytical purposes.
In addition to the eﬃciency and potential querying, display, and analytical beneﬁts of storing point
clouds in a geospatial database, such storage allows them to be accessed by a variety of platforms,
including GIS software, as mentioned above, but also programming and statistical languages like R and
Python, and even the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL). Depending on the infrastructure, point clouds stored in this way can be visualised and interacted with through the web (De Kleijn, De
Hond, & Martinez-Rubi, 2016), 3D modelling platforms, and bespoke interfaces, opening up various virtual
reality possibilities and presenting the maximum possible potential for technological accessibility and
visualisation.
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Beyond eﬃcient and accessible data management, meticulous documentation is necessary to facilitate
the generation of semantic 3D point clouds. First, the top and bottom point cloud ﬁles associated with each
spatial context were originally stored in a spreadsheet, an easy format for documenting and tracking such
information. When it comes to understanding the relationships between contiguous point clouds, however,
spreadsheet documentation is too restrictive and insuﬃciently illustrative. For a more intuitive and graphical means of presentation, spreadsheet information is transformed into directed graphs using open
source yEd software in GraphML format (Figure 2). Each graph of related point clouds runs parallel to a
typical stratigraphic matrix, documenting which point clouds are required for the creation of a target 3D
point cloud that represents a spatial context. In other words, this graphical documentation makes clear how
each point cloud interrelates to others. In doing so, it makes clear which point clouds need to be used in the
ﬁrst steps of the workﬂow involving the processing of component point clouds into the volumetric spatial
context they enclose.

4.2 The Point Cloud Processor (PCPro)
The data management and documentation protocols described above allow the user to quickly identify and
access those point clouds that form the tops and bottom of each spatial context, thus laying out a clear
processing starting point. The custom-built Point Cloud Processor (PCPro) then guides the user through a
relatively linear workﬂow including (A) importing point clouds from the database; (B) translation (via
coordinate truncation); (C) sampling; and (D) removal of redundant points. The ﬁnal step of (E) converting
the point cloud to a solid 3D geometry continues the workﬂow outside the PCPro (Figure 3). The PCPro was
compiled from diverse open source components written primarily in Python, but including also C++ bindings, SQL, and numerous libraries (e.g. os, sys, PyQt5, psycopg2, datetime, scipy.spatial, numpy, pandas,
pptk, open3D). Its graphical user interface (GUI) was designed to allow members of the team without
programming knowledge, including the ﬁeld team, the potential to process the 3D data they previously
captured into volumetric, semantic point clouds.

4.2.1 Importing Point Clouds from the Geospatial Database
By means of the psycopg2 library, Python can interact directly with data stored in a PostGIS geospatial
database (Varazzo, 2011). Pulling from the database, the GUI presents the user with a list of available point
clouds (Figure 4). With reference to the graphical documentation described above, the user chooses the
relevant top(s) and bottom of the target spatial context. Behind the scenes, the program creates a working
copy, preserving the original data in the database. It also translates the working copy into a local coordinate
system for further processing because, as in many 3D modelling environments, many Python libraries work
with data in a 32-bit ﬂoating-point format that requires the truncation of coordinates to seven ﬁgures. While
not ideal, this is achieved simply with subtraction of a constant value from the x and y coordinates of the
projected system; in this case 580,000 from the x and 4,275,000 from the y Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) coordinate system used by KAP. The elevational z coordinate is preserved in its original state because
of its typically low value. Once the processing is completed, the data can be returned to the projected
coordinate system with the addition of these same values, enabling their display “in digital situ,” so to
speak, among other associated and geospatially referenced data.

4.2.2 Sampling and Spatial Filtering
The point clouds we record with SfM methods are often incredibly dense and processing them in their
entirety would take hours (see below). More importantly, experiments with the KAP dataset reveal that
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Figure 2: An example of the reconstruction graph logic, with purple boxes representing photobatches (point clouds) and green
boxes the spatial contexts which they deﬁne. Percent values refer to sampling values (see text).

relatively low-density point clouds of 20,000 to 50,000 points each are more than suﬃcient to represent the
top and bottom surfaces of contexts typically recovered with KAP’s modiﬁed single-context recording
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paths, showing data processes and results.

system. Flexibility is required, however, as the surface of a context extending over a large area − a house
ﬂoor, for instance – requires more points than the surface of a small pit. A 1% sample of a surface point
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Figure 4: Examples of the PCPro GUI, showing import, cleaning, and ﬁltering tabs.

cloud is typically suﬃcient, yet a 10% sample is occasionally required depending on the extent and
complexity of the target surface. The sampling ratio is recorded on a per point cloud basis during processing. Sampling thresholds can be evaluated visually using the integrated Point Processing Toolkit (HERE
Europe B.V., 2018), here used to display both top and bottom point clouds together (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Visualisation of the sampling process. Red points represent the top point cloud, green points the bottom point cloud.

After sampling, initial cleaning of the two point cloud datasets is achieved through a spatial ﬁltering
calculation using the concave and/or convex hulls of each of the two selected point clouds. Points located
within the intersection or overlap of these two hulls are retained, while those located outside are discarded,
in some cases vastly reducing the size of each point cloud. In this spatial calculation, the hulls are
calculated ignoring z coordinates by default, and so essentially in only two dimensions. This entire step
is optional, however, and may be omitted in particular situations (e.g. where the bottom point cloud
extends signiﬁcantly past the extent of the top point cloud); such situations are anticipated to be rare
for most excavations.
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4.2.3 Calculating Between Point Distances (BPD)
The next step in data cleaning involves a minimum “Between Point Distance” (BPD) calculation performed
using the cdist() tool from Python’s Scipy Library (see Virtanen et al., 2020). The process calculates the
minimum distance from a given point in the top point cloud to the nearest point in the bottom point cloud,
records that distance as an attribute of the target point, and then iteratively continues to the next point in
the top point cloud until the minimum BPD of all points in the top point cloud have been recorded. The
same process is then applied from the other direction, starting from the points in the bottom point cloud.
The results of BPD calculations can be assessed visually again using the pptk package, assigning the
same colour values to BPD point attributes (selected in the GUI using the ‘[’ and ‘]’ keys) in both point
clouds. In the example given here (Figure 6), blue is assigned to points with a low BPD and green to a higher
BPD. Conceptually, the blue, low value BPD points represent close ﬁts between top and bottom point
clouds, and thus, archaeologically, areas where little to no volumetric change was made during excavation.
In other words, low value BPD points represent points captured in SfM recording located outside the target
spatial context, are redundant, and should not be included in the construction of the volume representing
the target spatial context. Conversely, the green, higher value BPD points give a clear indication of the
volumetric bounds of the target spatial context.

Figure 6: Visualisation of the minimum between point distance (BPD) calculation. Blue points show similarity between the two
point clouds, with low BPD values; green points show diﬀerences between the two point clouds, with high BPD values.

Removing blue, low value BPD points are conducted via ﬁltering with a selectable distance tolerance or
threshold. Higher or lower thresholds can be set for the diﬀering levels of precision associated with diﬀerent inﬁeld recording methods (e.g. total station versus RTK GNSS coordinate recording). Following extensive testing
with the KAP dataset and its RTK GNSS recording method, a 3 cm threshold was adopted for most contexts,
whereby points with BPD values less than 3 cm were removed. This ﬁltering removes most of the core noise in
the point clouds, yet the minor background scatter or outlier noise associated with most point cloud creation
workﬂows – data artefacts or points missed in earlier cleaning steps – still needs isolation and removal.
Before considering outlier removal, however, it is instructive to review this most intensive stage of
processing vis-à-vis a common concern in processing 3D data, particularly those derived from SfM
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workﬂows: processing time. The time eﬃciency of the cdist() function was evaluated using sets of random
point clouds containing between 10,000 and 1,000,000 points on the KAP server (Intel® Xeon® Silver 4114
CPU @ 2.20 GHz; 64.0 GB RAM; 64-bit Windows Server 2016 Standard OS; NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 GPU),
without GPU acceleration. Figure 7 demonstrates the time taken to calculate the BPD of two point clouds of
various sizes. BPD calculation for a pair of point clouds each containing 1 million points takes around seven
hours per point cloud, or around 14 h to process both. A pair of point clouds containing 50,000 points each
takes 56 s per calculation, while a pair of point clouds containing 100,000 points each takes 3 min and 39 s
per calculation. Any pair of point clouds with fewer than 200,000 points each can take up to 30 min to
calculate the BPD for the set. Sampling the raw point clouds before BPD calculation, therefore, is a crucial
step for ensuring an eﬃcient workﬂow, and experimentation is required to ascertain the level of sampling
required to achieve acceptable end results. If the convex and concave hull ﬁltering is applied, the size of the
point cloud can be further reduced saving even more time in this step. Concerning the KAP dataset, point
clouds of between 20,000 to 50,000 points each were generally the accepted quantity depending on the
complexity of the surface.
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Figure 7: Graphs showing BPD processing times relative to the size of the primary and secondary point clouds. The top graph
represents the entire testing range, whereas the bottom represents the indicated subset.

4.2.4 Removing Outlying Points
Background scatter and other point cloud outlier data are ﬁltered with the help of the Open3D Library
(Zhou, Park, & Koltin, 2018), an extremely powerful Python and C++ library designed speciﬁcally for
working with 3D data and containing numerous ﬁltering options. Because our workﬂow begins with
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sampling the point cloud data and aims to preserve the original variability of the 3D extents of spatial
contexts as much as possible, the Open3D Library’s recommended ﬁrst downsampling routine using a voxel
grid is omitted from the PCPro workﬂow. Similarly, the library’s radius outlier removal tool, which applies a
spherical search at set distances and removes points that do not have a suﬃcient number of neighbouring
points within a set distance, is omitted because it failed to produce desired results. The statistical outlier
removal tool, however, provided desired functionality. In assessing a point cloud, this tool considers two
parameters, the number of neighbouring points to assess in each iteration and a cut oﬀ distance based on a
ratio value. The ratio is a threshold based on the standard deviation of the global average. The higher the
ratio, the less aggressive the function. The PCPro uses both this tool and Open3D’s visualisation library to
display those points ﬂagged for removal by outlier ﬁltering, so users can learn which values are applicable
in which situations and see the resulting point cloud (Figure 8). Typical outlier removal ﬁltering parameters
adopted for the KAP dataset, obtained after extensive testing, are displayed in Table 1.

Figure 8: Visualisation of the outlier point removal process, with outlier points to be removed shown in red. Left: top point
cloud. Right: bottom point cloud.

The removal of outliers brings us to the end of the PCPro workﬂow for the time being (see below), with
resultant outputs including sets of cleaned point clouds that accurately deﬁne the tops and bottoms of
spatial contexts with no redundancy. In addition to its smooth workﬂow and time eﬃciencies, the PCPro’s
direct engagement with the spatial database enables iterative experimentation until satisfactory results are
achieved. Original data remain safely stored in the database throughout all sampling and ﬁltering steps,
and fresh copies can be retrieved repeatedly at will, resetting the process to earlier steps. Once typical
ﬁltering parameters are assessed for a particular dataset, however, it is our experience that continued
experimentation is rarely needed, allowing regular progress through large datasets.

4.3 Producing Solid Geometry Volumes
For ﬁnal processing of top and bottom point clouds into semantic 3D point clouds and closed volumetric
entities, current limitations in spatial databases and related libraries forced the workﬂow to take a detour
from its GIScience-oriented approach to the more established 3D Modelling or Geodesign paradigm. Each
cleaned point cloud, now stored as xyz point geometries in PostGIS, was exported to a PCD (point cloud) ﬁle
format for use in the open source CloudCompare software. In CloudCompare, the normals of each top and
bottom point cloud were calculated using the triangulation method before saving the point clouds as
separate ﬁles. These were then merged to create the semantic 3D point cloud representing the excavated
spatial context (Figure 9).
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Table 1: Typical values in outlier ﬁltering via open3D library statistical outlier removal tool adopted for use with the KAP dataset
resulting eﬀects
Eﬀect

Neighbours

Ratio

Fine (low number of points removed)
Fine (low number of points removed)
Medium ﬁne
Coarse (high number of points removed)
Coarse (high number of points removed)

6
50
50
500
1000

10
10
5
1
1

The semantic 3D point cloud is then converted into a solid geometry in ways similar to previously
established protocols (e.g. Roosevelt et al., 2015), using Kazhdan’s (2005) Poisson Surface Reconstruction
method with an octree of 8 (Figure 9). We hope and expect that solid geometry construction can eventually
be worked into the PCPro workﬂow using Molero’s (2020) Python bindings, but this and other integrations
currently await programmatic developments that will allow the entire workﬂow (including point cloud
normal alignment and merging) to be subsumed within the database-linked GIScience approach. At present, the ready availability of other open source software that provides suitable stop-gap functionality
enables the completion of the processing.
That said, to bring the process full circle, the solid geometry volumes would ideally be imported back
into PostGIS as 3D (polyhedral) geometries. A working 3D mesh importer for PostGIS can no longer be
found, however, despite previously available examples (e.g. Rolland’s (2014) pg3Dimporter, previously

Figure 9: Visualisation of the result of cleaning and merging the top and bottom point clouds of KAP spatial context 99.526.43.
Top: the 3D semantic point cloud. Bottom: the same, converted to a solid geometry volume.
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available by Dropbox link). Critical here are diﬀerences in the ways in which geometry normals are recorded
according to 3D modelling (with direct recording as attributes) versus geodatabase (inferred by direction of
construction) paradigms. Attempts at writing a parser to make this conversion were successful, yet the
complexity of the polyhedral geometries associated with excavated context volumes resulted in repeated
program instability and thus no further experimentation. Similar attempts to import these complex meshes
into other GIS databases also failed; for example, COLLADA ﬁles imported into ArcGIS Pro (on the suggestion of P. Gerrits, personal communications). Unfortunately, it seems that no GIS database can yet cope with
the complexity of the real-world geometry of excavated contexts, and this is likely because none have been
designed as true 3D GIS systems for 3D geometries rather than for 2D and 2.5D+ geometries (ESRI, 2012;
Khuan, Abdul-Rahman, & Zlatanova, 2008, p. 290).
Nonetheless, other non-geodatabase-linked options exist for displaying, manipulating, and analysing
the end products of the workﬂow described here: solid geometry volumes representing archaeological
contexts. Visualisation was not a core focus in the development of this workﬂow, which instead prioritised
retention of accurately representative geometries suitable for quantitative analysis. The quantitative potential is demonstrated through the Python trimesh library (Dawson-Haggerty, 2019), for instance, enabling
the calculation of the volume of each context in cubic units. Further visualisation is possible via a number
of other simple to complex open source software solutions (e.g. MeshLab, CloudCompare, Blender, ParaView), and their selection depends on a user’s particular needs and personal preference for software and
display types. In what follows, for instance, we use Blender to produce most ﬁgures, yet a variety of both
open source and commercial software packages could do the same.

5 Filling the Void: Reﬂections on Approach, Visualisation, and
Spatial Thinking
The immediate result of the development of this workﬂow was the creation of hundreds of solid geometry
volumes representing the excavated spatial contexts at Kaymakçı. These results allow us to reﬂect on the
importance of a programmatic approach and to explore both the potential of context volumes for analysis
and interpretation and the challenges of visualisation as we move towards the future and truly 3D GIS.

5.1 The Importance of a Programmatic Approach
The “redundant plentitude” of data (quoting the call to the symposium for which the ﬁrst steps of this
article were developed) produced by SfM recording shouldn’t encourage us to ﬁnd ways to reduce data in
the collection phase. Yet it does require a particular (set of) approach(es) that enables us to move beyond
sheer masses of messy, raw data to meaningful, semantic entities. Only small fractions of collected data are
actually necessary for the production and display of meaningful solid geometry volumes. In our case, a
programmatic approach was instrumental in allowing us to reduce data gargantua to streamlined and
usable sizes objectively, while preserving all data for subsequent processing for yet unrealised purposes.
That is, the current programmatic approach and its associated data management protocols allow both the
achievement of our immediate goal – the creation of volumetric entities representing archaeological stratigraphy and the process of its removal – and the preservation of the data in full detail for future, yet-to-be
posed research questions, with yet-to-be determined data requirements. These protocols depend on accurate recording and full documentation of photobatches, best achieved not later but simultaneously with inﬁeld recording. Furthermore, the data management protocols required for this programmatic approach
prepare the data for reusability and the potential reproducibility of our methods following FAIR principles
(FAIRPort Mobile Data Open Movement, 2020; Open Data Charter, 2019; Wilkinson, Dumontier, & Aalbersberg, 2016).
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An additional beneﬁt of the programmatic approach is that it allows the versioning of entire workﬂows
for tracking developmental iterations and resultant outputs. While the current features and optimal conﬁgurations of the PCPro presented here might represent version alpha 0.1.0, we foresee the incremental
inclusion of multiple improvements in future releases concerning both processing and meaningful outputs.
For example, integrating OpenCL and CUDA would enable GPU acceleration, reducing the time required for
individual point cloud processing to perhaps only a few seconds. Taking advantage of appropriate PDAL
libraries, automated dimensional and orientation calculations could be written directly to the associated
spatial database, making such information available alongside the semantic 3D point cloud. Important next
steps include these and other improvements to the general PCPro workﬂow, generalising its required inputs
for use broader than the KAP dataset and thus enabling others to begin creating their own truly 3D
volumetric datasets. Built-in capacity for experimentation with sampling, ﬁltering, and other parameter
thresholds enables others also to cater the PCPro to the speciﬁc characteristics of the volumes they wish to
model as well as to desired balances of processing time and model quality.

5.2 Visualising Individual Features, Deposits, and Stratigraphic Sequences
In the ﬁrst publication of the KAP recording system (Roosevelt et al., 2015), the solid geometry volumetric
ﬁlls of a stone-lined, semi-subterranean pit (99.526.80), interpreted to be a grain silo, were generated using
a manual point cloud cleaning procedure. To test the new programmatic approach, the same dataset of
point clouds was passed through the point-cloud-to-volume workﬂow described above. Comparison of the
products shows expectedly similar results (Figure 10), with the point cloud processor removing redundant
and outlier points programmatically and thus more consistently. The semi-automated workﬂow reduces
inconsistencies with formalised ﬁltering and use of distance tolerances rather than manual and subjective
judgements that can diﬀer between researchers. It also reduces the eﬀort required and inevitably speeds up

(31)
0.35 m3

(39)
1.55 m3

(43)
0.70 m3

(47)
0.44 m3

Figure 10: Comparison of individual and grouped solid geometry volumes produced manually (at left, Roosevelt et al., 2015) and
via the programmatic workﬂow presented in this article (at right). Numbers in parentheses at right indicate context numbers
within excavation area 99.526. Arrows at left point to the wispy volumes of sediment resulting from cleaning the interstices
between wall stones.
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the process from hours to minutes. It bears mention, however, that the workﬂow also removes some details
that a manual and thus more nuanced and subjective approach might intend to preserve: the vertical wisps
associated especially with contexts 43 and 47 in Figure 10, for instance, which represent the volumes
resulting from subsequent cleaning of the interstices of a wall. Special attention must be paid, then, to
preserve such features if desired. The workﬂow performs particularly smoothly with straightforward stratigraphic sequences of pits and ﬁlls. To test other features and stratigraphic scenarios, other datasets were
selected from excavation area 99.526.
At a site like Kaymakçı, stone wall foundations are commonly exposed features. Yet most walls remain in
situ once exposed, posing challenges for their isolation as 3D entities in the KAP recording system. Solid
geometry volumes can be created only for spatial contexts that have been fully removed and thus have recorded
top and bottom point clouds. Hence, it is only those contexts that are removed, or destroyed, that become fully
digitised in 3D (à la the title of Roosevelt and colleagues’ (2015) article [for more discussion, see Scott et al.,
2021]). Features like walls that remain “in real situ” must be displayed as surfaces, around which solid geometry
volumes can be displayed “in digital situ.” Walls or wall elements that are removed – secondary phase wall
additions, for instance – can be fully rendered as solid geometry volumes (Figure 11).
More complex examples of feature and deposit stratigraphy are quite common at the site. By way of
example, we can refer to oven 99.526.79 (see also Scott et al., 2021). The excavation of this oven began by
sectioning it and removing thin ﬁred surfaces, layer by layer, on one side, while the other section was
excavated in a single contextual unit (Figures 12 and 13). In other cases, multiple point clouds formed the
compound top of a single context, requiring the point clouds to be merged before continuing through the
workﬂow. All in all, the workﬂow performed well with most target contexts. Even so, the PCPro has
diﬃculty with thin or tapering layers like partially preserved ﬂoor surfaces and subsurfaces, and particularly with contexts whose thickness is less than the recording margin of error and related ﬁltering tolerance
of 3 cm. In such cases, regardless of their archaeological signiﬁcance, it was necessary to group multiple
thin contexts together to create a solid geometry volume that represented their combined totality. Improvements to these situations might be achievable through the use of TotalStation and EDM devices rather than
RTK GNSS. This would increase relative accuracy between top and bottom point clouds, yet, like all workﬂow modiﬁcations, would involve other less positive trade-oﬀs as well, particularly concerning duration of
time for ﬁeld recording.

Figure 11: Visualisation of the post-excavation surface model of area 99.526 with solid geometry volumes. The orange elements
are secondary wall additions 99.526.14 (0.497 m3) and 15 (0.252 m3), which were removed during the course of excavation.
They are situated “in digital situ” atop wall 99.526.51, which is displayed as a surface rather than a volume because it was never
removed and remains standing (“in real situ”). Middle: top-down view with north at the top. Left and right: oblique views to
north and east, respectively.
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Figure 12: Visualisation of the components of oven 99.526.79, presented in an alternative excavation sequence (a–f), so as to
better visualise the stratigraphy of the feature. Oblique view to the southwest.

While (re)viewing individual features and deposits at various stages of their excavation can be instructive (e.g. Figures 10–13)–demonstrating their positionality, conﬁguration, and extents–larger stratigraphic
sequences of features and/or deposits can be (re)viewed similarly, from a variety of angles, and “in digital
situ.” These sequences can be presented with exploded views that preserve stratigraphic relationships
while enabling evaluation and testing of interpretations (Figure 14). Juxtaposed with Harris Matrix-like
stratigraphic sequences, such “exploded” views make visually clear the complexity of physical overlaps
and the positions of speciﬁc context volumes in a sequence, thereby enabling more intuitive understandings of particular contexts as well as site formation processes (see also De Roo et al., 2016). These types of
interactions with the digital archaeological record can greatly aid the reconstruction of phasing for entire
excavation areas. Yet their eﬀectiveness in achieving such purposes depends greatly on how they are
visualised.
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Figure 13: Visualisation of oven 99.526.79, with all component volumes grouped into a single volume. Oblique view to the
southwest.
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Figure 14: Visualisations of selected contexts in area 99.526 to help communicate stratigraphic relationships. Bottom: 1:1
volumetric. Top: Exploded. Right: traditional abstraction of the stratigraphic sequence.
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To be sure, the beneﬁts of such visualisations depend on exploration and experimentation with display
and symbology parameters in 3D modelling software, and this will likely remain valid even when 3D GIS
software is available. How can a full sequence of context volumes be visualised at excavation-area scales
without signiﬁcantly obscuring at least some of the data? Simply put, it’s impossible. Processes of reasoning
in spatial thinking thus need to be engaged in displaying volumetric entities in ways that enable interpreting the digital archaeological record in eﬀective ways. Transformation of the digital archaeological
record in relative space (including rotating, tilting, and the “exploded” views mentioned above) and
adjustment of relative transparencies to highlight context volumes of interest (e.g. Figure 15) are just two
methods of subtly modifying virtual realities to avoid visual obstruction of relevant data and aid processes
of reasoning and interpretation.

Figure 15: Visualisations of selected contexts in area 99.526 to demonstrate display challenges and the use of relative
transparencies. Top: top-down view with north at the top. Middle: oblique view to north. Bottom: horizontal view to north.
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Similarly, because the SfM recording workﬂow captures and can apply RGB colour values to point
clouds, photorealistic visualisation of particular contexts is possible. Owing to the subsampling of data for
eﬃcient processing, however, RGB-rendered point clouds and resulting colour meshes appear somewhat
blurred and distract more than inform (Nobles et al., 2019). Full detail texture baking over subsampled
point clouds is an option for future development. For the time being, however, simple false colour visualisation seems to be the most eﬀective solution for distinguishing particular context volumes.

5.3 3D GIS, Technological Innovation, and Spatial Thinking
Visualisation of 3D data and its current challenges discussed above involve primarily aesthetic manipulations of representation, whether conducted in 3D modelling or 3D GIS environments. As important as they
are in a thinking, spatial, approach to understanding spaces and places, more archaeologically meaningful
(and not just spatial) interactions must await the development of 3D GIS. The power of displaying and
manipulating solid geometry volumes “in digital situ,” then, has yet to be realised fully owing to the
previously bemoaned lack of appropriate software solutions. Individual features, deposits, and stratigraphic sequences can be displayed in varying conﬁgurations to enhance understanding, but these understandings remain aesthetically rather than computationally derived for the time being. Were 3D GIS software available, we would be able to query by attribute or location, select, group, and order the context
volumes along with other typical GIS and spatial database functions (van Leusen & Nobles, 2018, p. 476).
We would also be able to section and visualise them in any conﬁguration desired to understand and analyse
stratigraphic relationships more fully. In the meantime, as with the ﬁnal processing steps described above,
similar functions can be conducted without connection to a spatial database and yet with clear interpretive
beneﬁts in 3D modelling environments. One potential 3D GIS future may be reached soon with robust pointcloud integration. Following successful recent fundraising, the process of storing point clouds in spatial
databases and interacting with them natively within QGIS is in development and may appear as early as
2022 (Dobias & Razmjooei, 2020). Until then, however, we should consider carefully what digital tools
should be developed to best enhance archaeological decision making and interpretative practices, rather
than letting the development of digital tools dictate how those archaeological practices evolve.
This is not to say that technological innovation is not an important driver; it is, but the technoscape is
only one element of broader culture ﬂows (Appadurai, 1996) and how societies, in this case disciplines,
change. Technological change indeed does drive signiﬁcant “societal change” in archaeology, from broad
research designs to speciﬁc methodologies, whether related to archaeological ﬁeld practice or archaeological GIScience. In the case of 3D GIS, we have mentioned that the technology is not readily available to
proceed; we lack a truly 3D GIS, one capable of working with multiple types of 3D geometry (e.g. polyhedrals, voxels) in projected 3D space (see Goodchild & Janelle, 2010). In one sense, we are being led by
technological determinism, applying methods which are being aﬀorded and not reﬂecting critically enough
on the requirements of 3D archaeology.
A truly 3D archaeology seems to be limited by two fundamental factors, then: technology and spatial
thinking. The capabilities of software tools developed by large companies too often guide approaches,
shape thinking, and thus shape knowledge production, whether or not a particular tool’s inner workings
are understood or the relevance of its outputs to archaeological questions has been demonstrated.
Archaeologists thus need to ensure with careful inspection that the tool ﬁts the problem. Tools and technological directions do not usually enhance archaeological thinking all on their own (e.g. Lock & Pouncett,
2017), but the ways in which archaeologists employ tools and use and interpret their resultant data make
them relevant to the ﬁeld.
Presenting data in 3D space (with 3D or 2.5D+ geometries) requires a major rethink of how we conceptualise that space, regardless of the technology involved. It goes beyond geometries towards a more
holistic perspective, questioning how we structure 3D data and relate the rest of the archaeological record to
them. How 3D entities and associated data are presented or visualised and analysed aﬀects communication,
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comprehension, and thus the ability to use spatial reasoning to explain the archaeological record. So how
should archaeologists embrace working in digital 3D environments in ways that best suit archaeological
questions and explanatory models? Lock and Pouncett (2017) suggest that archaeologists engaging with
spatial technologies should develop clearer lines of thinking about concepts of space, tools of representation, and processes of reasoning, encouraging the development of the deeper understandings that digital
archaeologists require (see Huggett, 2015b).
Technologies relevant to archaeology will continue to emerge regularly. As digital archaeologists, it
falls to us to delve into their “nuts and bolts,” to dive beneath the surface of any particular technology, to
evaluate its application, weed out its gremlins, and report back to the wider discipline. With respect to 3D
environments, we cannot aﬀord to be satisﬁed only by visually pleasing aesthetics, even if they enhance
communication; geometric robustness is an enabling factor for more analytical directions and thus must
come ﬁrst. A productively critical stance is required now more than ever as the discipline of archaeology
continues to navigate the digital and spatial turns seen across broader humanities and social science ﬁelds.

6 Conclusion
From its inception, the born-digital and born-3D work at Kaymakçı was founded on a ﬁrm theoretical
principle: a robust protocol and technological toolkit could create digital and volumetric entities representing excavation and stratigraphic units by ﬁlling the void between recorded archaeological surfaces
(Roosevelt et al., 2015). While in-ﬁeld SfM recording had ensured the capture of appropriate data from the
beginning, the realisation of the holistic ambition for a fully 3D archaeological record had made only slow
progress until recently. The workﬂow this article describes, and in particular the PCPro, introduces a new
programmatic approach to the challenge, beginning with the 2D, surface point clouds that result from SfM
recording.
The process of archaeologists developing a programmatic approach to resolve an archaeologically
derived yet computationally dependent challenge has required a focus on the quality of the data and
associated excavation, recording, and documentation methods at a forensic level. The workﬂow described
here was custom-built based on working norms of one particular project, but can be generalised to handle
the point clouds derived from any excavation system. Resultant outputs are fully 3D, semantic point clouds
that can be visualised using a variety of applications and approaches. While forced to depart from a
GIScience environment built on the prioritisation of geospatial database integration, the point clouds
can easily be transformed into solid geometry volumes using open-source software, completing the
point-cloud-to-volume workﬂow. To this end, the recording methods used to create the KAP dataset and
the development of this workﬂow have together enabled the programmatic generation of truly 3D volumetric geometries. Additionally, the process has highlighted challenges and opportunities.
The voids addressed in this paper, then, refer not just to those between 2D surfaces and 3D volumes.
They refer also to technological and conceptual voids concerning analytical software environments and
spatial thinking. We have now improved the ease with which digital entities can be produced that are “3D
GIS-ready,” yet 3D GIS is not yet itself ready. While current software solutions oﬀer aesthetic and communicative opportunities for displaying this 3D data, what continues to be missing is a connection to its
substance, that is, the archaeological information with which it is associated. Missing also is a holistic
approach to understanding what can and should be accomplished archaeologically with 3D data, in
thinking spatial analyses. Only once such related archaeological data are attached to entities within a
3D GIS, available for GIS-like spatial and non-spatial manipulation and analysis, can we begin to consider
truly 3D archaeological work.
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